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QUESTION 1

A university is using EMC NetWorker for backup of their local environment. They have planned to expand this backup
environment to include various campuses located across different regions. 

In addition, they want to use the existing LAN infrastructure for backup and the backup jobs must be completed within
the defined backup window. Backups will be stored at the university\\'s central location. 

Which solution meets the requirements while keeping the expansion cost at a minimum? 

A. Use Avamar and integrate with NetWorker 

B. Use Data Domain VTL and integrate with NetWorker 

C. Install a storage node at each campus 

D. Use the NetWorker Multi-Tenancy feature 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are meeting with a customer regarding an EMC Avamar and Data Domain integrated solution. The customer states
that they would like their backup window to be 24 hours. 

What is a consideration? 

A. Maintenance windows 

B. Multiplexing of backups 

C. Number of storage nodes 

D. Proprietary network infrastructure 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are discussing various EMC assessments to a customer. They want to know the basic difference between Data
Deduplication Assessments (DDAA) and Data Deduplication Assessments (DDAB) assessments. How would you
respond to the customer\\'s inquiry? 

A. DDA A scans and reports on the file structure. 

DDAB reports, in detail, on the files themselves 

B. DDA. reports on and evaluates the contents of the file for deduplication DDAB reports commonality and
characteristics of the files. 

C. DDA A runs a simulated backup of the share and reports on the characteristics. DDAB examines the contents of the
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file to determine the ability to deduplicate. 

D. DDAA is a single pass scan DDAB is a multiple pass scan of the file system or database. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which set of features would have a negative impact on the performance of an EMC Data Domain system? 

A. Cleaning, \\'gz\\' compression, 35 active MTrees, and encryption 

B. Network aggregation, replication, cleaning, and encryption 

C. Encryption, replication, cleaning, and local compression disabled 

D. Global deduplication, replication, DD Boost, and 5 active MTrees 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer is interested in implementing two DL4000 systems. One system is located at a central site. The second is at
a remote site as a target for Remote Copy operations. Policies will be configured to replicate certain tapes to the target. 

Which process is necessary to make the virtual tapes available on the target? 

A. Promote the replica resources to virtual tapes and move them into a VTL 

B. Move the replicated virtual tapes from the virtual vault to a VTL 

C. Remove the replication setting on the target virtual tapes to make them write enabled 

D. Import the replicated virtual tapes on the target 

Correct Answer: A 
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